BGE Required Courses and Offerings

**Required Courses**

- ENGR 220A: Molecular Bioengineering (4 units)
- ENGR 220B: Cellular Bioengineering (4 units)
- ENGR 220C: Tissue and Systems Bioengineering (4 units)
- ENGR 225: Current Topics in Bioengineering (1 unit, required 3 times, preferably in succession over one academic year)
- ENGR 230: Bioengineering Student Seminar (1 unit, required 3 times, preferably in succession over one academic year)

**TOTAL UNIT REQUIREMENT:** 18 units

**Course Offerings**

- ENGR 220A - offered every fall quarter
- ENGR 220B - offered most every winter quarter
- ENGR 220C - offered every spring quarter
- ENGR 225 - offered every quarter
- ENGR 230 – offered every quarter
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